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This is the best known structural model of labor dynamics

There have been many subsequent papers written that use the
basic framwork, but build on it



Basic Model

People start making decisions at age a = 16 and live until age
A.

At each age they can choose one of 5 options:

1 Work in Blue Collar Job
2 Work in White Collar Job
3 Work in Military
4 Go to School
5 Home Production



For each of these 5 options let:

dm(a) be an indicator for whether option m was chosen
Rm(a) be the conditional reward if m was chosen
g(a) schooling at age a

Then

R(a) =
5∑

m=1

Rm(a)dm(a)

g(a) =
a−1∑
α=1

d4(α)



Consider each of the three working options (m = 1,2,3) then
let

em(a) skill level in occuption m
rm rental rate in occupation m
xm(a) work experience in occupation
m,(xm(a) =

∑a−1
α=1 dm(α))

They assume that

log(em(a)) = em(16) + em1g(a) + em2xm(a)− em3x2
m(a) + εm(a)

for m = 1,2,3, and a = 1, ...,A.



Since people only care about wages (no hours dimension of
labor supply)

Rm(a) = wm(a)

= rmexp{em(16) + em1g(a) + em2xm(a)− em3x2
m(a) + εm(a)}



They define the reward functions for the other two alternatives
as:

R4(a) = e4(16)− tc11 [g(a) ≥ 12]− tc21 [g(a) ≥ 16] + ε4(a)

R5(a) = e5(16) + ε5(a)

and further define:

ε(a) ≡{ε1(a), ε2(a), ε13(a), ε4(a), ε5(a)} ∼ N(0,Ω)

e(16) ≡{e1(16),e2(16),e3(16),e4(16),e5(16)}
x(a) ≡{x1(a), x2(a), x3(a))}
S(a) ≡{e(16),g(a), x(a), ε(a))}



We are done with the model, the agents just solve the dynamic
programming problem

V (S(a),a) =

maxm {Rm(S(a),a) + δE [V (S(a + 1),a + 1) | S(a),dm(a) = 1]}

for a < A

In the last period

V (S(A),A) = maxm {Rm(S(A),A)}

Thats it, that is the whole model.



Simulation

Given a set of parameters we can solve it, although solving
exactly is pretty complicated, you could do the following

1 Start in the last period and calculate V (S(A),A) for all
values of S(A).

2 Going backwards you can then calculate
E(V (S(A),A) | S(A− 1),dm(A− 1) = 1) for all of the
S(A− 1) and m.

3 From that we calculate V (S(A− 1),A) for all values of
S(A− 1).

4 Keep following this pattern backwards until A=16

This is really computationally intensive because there are tons
and tons of different values for all of the S(A).



Note also that when we estimate we have to solve this for
everyone a lot of times.

This isn’t going to work easily.

What they do is to approximate it at a subset of the state points
and interpolate in between (see RESTAT paper for details-Chao
will get into details)



Estimation

Keane and Wolpin use the NLSY79 data set, starting with
people age 16 who they observe until a certain age (call it āi for
individual i).

They also observe schooling (gi(a)), sector specific experience
(xi(a)), and choices made at each age until āi .

They will allow for heterogeneity in εi(a) which is unobservable

They also will allow for heterogeneity in initial endowments as
well ei(16) although this is not observable to the
econometrician.



Given the model it is straight forward (though computationally
intensive) to calculate

Pr(ci(a) | a,gi(a), xi(a),ei(16); θ)

with knowledge of the other parameters θ.

Thus if we know ei(16) the likelihood for individual i would be
straight forward to calculate because there is no serial
correlation in εi(a).

Li(ei(16), θ) ≡
āi∏

a=16

Pr(ci(a) | a,gi(a), xi(a),ei(16); θ)

To deal with heterogeneity they assume that there are a finite
number of types (Heckman/Singer style)



Assume that there are K types and let πk denote the proportion
in the population of type k

further let ek (16) denote the vector of skills for type k

Then the likelihood takes the form:

Li(θ, π, e(16)) =
K∑

k=1

Li(ek (16), θ)πk

Thats the model, now it is just time to calculate it.

























Given that the model does not fit that well, Keane and Wolpin
do several things to improve the fit of the model:

1 More terms are added to the civilian wage equations
2 Allow for a reward cost if you switch occupations, and

larger if you start a new occupation
3 Include non-wage tastes for the occupations
4 Include a consumption value of school, a cost of reentry to

school, and a psychic cost of getting high school/college
diploma

5 Payoff for home production change by age

Here are the results


















